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Abstract— Now a day’s computing technology being grows rapidly so that object detection or identification is crucial in industry. The 

object detection is a technology related to computer perception and image processing for detecting samples of items to certain shapes 

in digital images and videos. The ultimate aim of object detection is segmenting the area of notified from a moving spot and to 

detecting of its motion, place and blockage. The Pattern recognition and classification introduced the pace for recognition of an object 

in sequence of images. This paper presents a brief survey of different object detection, object classification methods including the 

analysis and comparative investigation of various methods and techniques useful for tracking the objects. 

Keywords— object detection, object classification, objects tracking, visual monitoring system. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Follow the moving of something to keep in mind to locate them is known as object detection. There are number of 

technologies such as surveillance cameras, night vision detector such as goggles and high definition cameras are used. These 

devices are used in the video monitoring areas. A smart visual monitoring system takeout the meaningful information from huge 

number of database. Visual monitoring system helps to identify the object as well as to trace these objects and observe the 

objects using the number of cameras. Video monitoring technique is useful for  delicate field areas like that border surveillance 

application, super market, banking sector, medical application  where number of  various events occurs such as robbery, disaster 

or any casualty occur. etc. The primary focus of video monitoring application is to resolve the difficulties such as object 

recognition, classification, and tracking. 

II. LITERATURE  REVIEW 

Jivnesh Sandhan et. al. [1] objective is to measuring the pateern using a single frame from a monitoring cameras. Authors 

deal with the field where each object recognition system failure, mostly due to disarrange or jumble, blocking, or distinction in 

portion of image change. For tackling the counting problem, first the object density is calculated. The object counting is done by 

combination of density over the portion of image encoding and image correction. The result shows that is to measure the 

counting applications such as humans in the crowed areas and measure the automobile cars at the traffic signals. 

 

Pavithra G et. al. [2] aim to implement object detection and color classification. When the objects are detected and the colour 

of the entity are arrange in a actual situation for both still and real-time image. This task includes image segmentation process 

for still image, where only the color and the count of objects will be recognized from a still image. However, for live video 

processing the region of the object as well as the color of the object will be recognized. 

 

Jonathan Johannes Philipps et. at [3] presents the conception and making of a application for detection, tracking and measure 

the movable patterns in the videos. The main intension of proposed application is to count the movable turtles on sea side. To 

fulfill the more identification rate of movable objects is under three segmentation scheme are used (Subtractions Grayscale, 

Subtraction Binarization, Subtraction Canny), two items recognition scheme (slightly black and white image Connected, 

Felzenwalb Huttenlocher) and two object recognition scheme (Nearest Object Distance, Certain Recognition Matching. In the 

preprocessing step of the proposed system to choose the parameters such as the area and the size of items. Used a segmentation 

process for the perception of items. After the recognition of turtles to track the movements of turtles. The final pace to measure 

the total number of turtles on sea side. The accuracy of results is 98.98%. The proposed method is combination of Canny Edge 

Detection, Grayscale Connected, and Certain Region Matching Strategy. 
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Yi Wang et. al [9] proposed an method for VOC problem. It the proposed system runs greatly and to maintain the high 

accuracy. The proposed technique has been invented which is based on the recognition of object patterns.  thus all the place 

with neighborhoods can be processed in training phase instead of testing phase. Authors proposed an systems with high 

accuracy and high success rate and cost effective with easy geometric features. 

 

III. COMPARE OBJECT DETECTION METHODS 

 

TABLE I 

METHODS OF OBJECT DETECTION 

Algorithm Characteristics or Features Prediction 

time / image 

Limitations 

 

CNN 
The algorithm divided the image into multiple 

sections or area and then arranges each region into 
various categories. 

 

------------- 

It required the large number 

of regions to maintain the 
accuracy level and hence it 

takes more processing time. 

Regional 

Convolution 
Network 

1) Used selective search to make area.  

It takes out up to 2000 parts from each image. 

40000 mili sec 1) More computation time.   

2) To Proposed three model 
for prediction. 

Fast 

Regional 

Convolution 

Network 

1) Every image is goes at one at a time to the 

Convolution Network. 

2) For feature mapping Selective search is used. 

3) Mapping are used for producing the predictions.  

4) All three models are Integrate with R-CNN. 

2000 mili sec 1) It requires the more 

processing time.  

2) searching is slow 

Faster 

Regional 

Convolution 
Network 

The proposed method or techniques for searching 

the image portion is highly faster. 

200 mili sec 1) The system take time to detect 
the object.  

2) To analyze the performance 
of system is depends upon how 

system is performed previously.   

 

IV. OBJECT CLASSIFICATION  METHODS 

A. Shape-Based Classification 

The various explanation of shape information of motion area such as representations of points, box and blob are available for 

classifying moving objects. Input features to the network is different types of image-based and scene-based object parameters 

such as image blob area, apparent aspect ratio of blob bounding box and camera zoom. Classification is measured on each blob 

at every frame and results are stored in histogram. 

B. Motion-Based Classification 

Non-rigid articulated object motion allowed a periodic property, so this is very important for moving object classification. 

Optical flow is helpful for object classification. Residual flow can be used to analyze rigidity and periodicity of moving entities. 

It is expected that rigid objects would present little residual flow where as a non rigid moving object such as human being had 

higher average residual flow and even displayed a periodic component.  

C. Color-Based Classification 

Unlike many other image features like color is relatively static and make easier for  obtaining the image feature. In fact the 

colour is not consistently suitable for recognition of piece of items or objects with minimum processing time of techniques and 

methods that makes image colour characteristic is helpful for classification. The real-time color histogram based scheme or 

method is helpful for recognition of vehicle . Gaussian Mixture Model stated that the colour assignment to particular order of 

object into background of image. To manage the blocking of object using an occlusion buffer.      

D. Texture Classification 

Texture based classification method to tally the instance of rises the position area of the image, is processed on a closely grid 

of unchanged position of image points and achieving the high accuracy for image classification.    

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Recognition of object is an interesting area for research, and is highly useful for industrial as well as commercial fields.  In 

this paper, presenting the study of object detection methods and also a brief review of the related topic is presented. The 
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tracking perspective is classified into three categories, object recognition, object categorization and object follow up. The 

number of methods and techniques are used. In this study related to object detection and tracking has been described.  
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